
Review of Gear
Standards - Part II

Summary:
[n Part I differences in pitting ratings betwen

AGMA2I8. the draft ISO standard 6336, and.8S
436: 1986 were examined. ~n this part bending
strength ratings are compared. AU the standards
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ISO provides three different methods for deter-
base the bending strength on the Lewis equation: mining the resistance ItO tooth breakage, the dif-
the ratings differ in the use and number of ferences primarily being dependent on theasswned
modification factors. A comprehensive design
survey is carried out to examine practical dilf;.
ferences between the rating methods presented in
the standards, and the results are shown ill
graphical form ..

Comparison of Bending Strength Ratings
Power ratings for bend:ing trengtbare given

by:
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position 'of the load. Metb.od A determines tooth
root. stresses on the basis ofload sharing. Method
II calculates the root stress on the basis ofa single
forice at the outer point of single tooth. contaot.
Method C is an even simplerprocedure for gear
pairs where the overall eontact ratio is less than

Table 1. Comparison of Bending Stress
fufl'uence Factors •.
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NOMENCLATURE

BS436:1940

d
F

Pitch d:iameters of pinion and wheel
Face widlh
Pinion and wbeel running peed
Diametral pitch.
Nonnall diametraI pitch
Bending stress factor
Nwnber of teelb. on wheel
Speed factor for strength
Strength factor
Helix. angle at pitch cylinder

n,N
P

Pn

s,
T
JG;,
y
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I AGMA 218.01

Ie; Elastic coefficient
d Operating pitch diameter of pinion
F Nea face width of the narrowest number
J Geometry factor :for bending strength
I\a Application factor fur bending strength
Kr. Life factor fbrreOOing sirength
Km Load distribution factor for bending

strength
Ka .Reliability factor for bending strength
Ks Size factor for bending strength
KT Temperature factor for bending strength
K. Dynamic factor for bending strength
~ Pinion running speed
Sid Allowable bending Sl!reSsnumber

I 13 Helix angIe at operating pLtch diameter

88436: 1986 and ISO/DIS 6336

Face width
Reference diameter of pinion
Application factor
Transverse load factor for bending stress
Face load factor for bending stress
Dynamic factor
Pinionrunning speed
Diametral pitch
Minimum demanded safety factor on
tooth root tress

u Gear ratio

b

KF(l'

KF~
Kv

YF Tooth form factor for bending stress
Y M (BS only) Material quality factor for ben-

dingtres.s
YN Ufe factor for bending stress
Y R Surface condition factor for bending

stress
Ys Stress correction factor for bending stress
Y" Size factor for bending stress
Y~ Helix angle factor for bending stress
Y8 Sensitivity factor for bendingtres
aB (BS only) Ultimate tensile stress.
'Uf1Q (BS only) Basic ,endW'3IICelimit for bend-

ing stress
I1FP Permissibla bending tress

0"0Iim (liSa only) Residuali stress
UR I(BS only) Residual stress

two. BS uses the same assumption as [SO Method
B, where me load is applied atlllle highesl point
of single pair toothoontact, while the old BS was

Load distribution factors. Load factors for 'bend-
ing stresses used in AGMA are the same asllllose
used for contact stresses. ISO andlBS set the same

based on Lewis's assumption that the critical con- values for tOe transverse load factor, but are differe.nt
dition occurred with single toollll contact with the for fo~gitl1dinal load factors, Longitudinal load fac-
load applied at the tip. tors for bending stresses in.these two standards are

The difference between AGMA 218 and ather a fi.tnction of longitudinal load factors for eoatact
stm<Ia.ros is that AGMA gives allowable errors for stresses, gear face width, and tootblleigbt,
load sharing, If the variation in normal base pitch Life factors. One of the distin~g differences
exceeds the allowable error. tip load application between life factors for bending and conlact stresses
is used asliL critical position to determine th ben- are the erui'umnce limits set by ISO. and OS. The en-
ding stress. durance limit for bending stresses in ISO and IBSis

A comparison between bending stress mtlueoce 3dO",cycles compared with 2xlO", Sxl07, and W9

factors is shown mTable W.These factors can also (depending on material) for contact stresses.
be divided into common and. non-eommcn factors. Size factors. Size factors for bending stresses are
Forimplicity., only those factors which are dif· included in AGMA, BS, and ISO to take into ac-
ferent [rom the contact stress comparison are count possible influellLoes of tooth size on. fatigue
considered. .strength tncl.uding material quality and [IS response
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to heat I:rea:IIJlenl and ocher manufacturing processes.
V:alues for tile factor in B5 and ISO range from. 0.7
to 1..0 according to tooth size and gear ,material!,
These compare with a single size factor value of uni-
ty suggested by AGMA, ISO, and ,DS for determin-
ingcontaet stresses.

Geometry faotors. As mentioned aoove. ISO
gives thsee methods of detennining the load loca-
tions. Method C adds a contact, ratio factor to the
geometry factor to approximate the case of outer
point single tooth, pair contact. Subsequently, the
calculation procedures for tooth form factor and
stress correction factor are different from those in,
MethodB.

The non-common geometty factor in the BS is
similar to ISO Method B, whlch includes three parts.
The first is a tooth form faclor ,the second is a stress

correction factor (used to take into aocounl tbe effect
,of tile base fillet, radius), and me third isa helix angl'e
faetor, based on the,fact, that an inclined line of COR-

tact is more favorable than vertical Linecontact.
The geometry factor defined in AGMA consists

of four elements: a tooth form factor w1lich depends
on the load position,a stress correction factor, a
I1elical overlap factor ,and a load sharing ratio. factor.

Temperature factor. Only A:GMA takes intoac-
COWlt the infllJence of tooth bulk temperature on the
oil film and material properties by using a
temperature factor, This factor is uswilly taken, as
tmity when the temperature of the gear blank: is
below .2~"C.

Sensitivity and surface conditiDn factors ..The sen-
sitivity factot'Sused in BS and ISO standards account
for tile sensitivity oflfte gear material to' the presence
ofllie tooth. fillet; i.e .• notch sensitivity. In ISO,these
two factors may be determined based on a test gear,
notched specimen, or an unnotihed, polished
specimen according tDthe method selected. BS data
is based onunnotcaed, polished specimens.

Residual stress effects. Residual stresses, which
may remain in. gearsatter completion of machining
and heat treating., etc., have a marked effect on
fatigue propeJties. Only BS considers residua! stress

,effects. based Dill, the Goodman criteria. The BS also
provides procedures to check the permissible stress
and power ,a;apacity at the tooth core for surface
hardened gears,

Design Comparisons
In order to recognize general trends and dif-

ferences between the standardS examined here, sam-
ple designs are presented. There area. number of

itemslhatcould be compared between Ihe standards,
such as tnmsmissiblepowers, toJqUeS. basic or ootaJj

.stre.s~. modification factors. and factors for safety .
Fora given tooth tangen.tia1 force, tm~que is indepen-
dem of speed, and so in the sample designs.
ttans~le torque was selected as the objective fer
comparisen, This is examined lOvera wide range of
piniDn running speeds. To.obmin the large number
of results, required for comparison,the designs were
evaluated by computer, using software previously
generated by d:ie authors. (I) These programs enable
suitable gear pairs ill be designed following the in-
put of a design specification ..The programs also eo-
sure that checks on good gear design. practice, such
as adequate contact ratioand acceptable face width
to diameter ratios, are maintained, The design
specification shown in Table .2 was used fOli each
standard.
Table 1. Bask 'Gear SpecifkadOD for Dmgn

C'omparisons.

Pinion teelh number
'Wheel. ·teeth. number
Diametml pitch
Gear type
Profile correction
Face width
PiniOll. running speed
Life

45
120.

3,175
Spur

None
3 ins

20..20,000 rpm
26.000 Hrs

Selecting suitable materials presented a difficulty,
as each .standard uses different material data for its
ratings. Inlbese .sample designs AlSI 4340 bas been
used throughout for both pinion and wheel. This is
equivalent. to En24 under the British materia!
classificatioll system. As no equivalent could be
found for the ISO rating. the conespo.g material
was selected on the basis of the alloying constiwenJs,

TQallow comparisons to be made, specific
operating conditions, snch as quality of drive and
gear mounting del:ails,. etc .• were purposely .ignored
because lhese conditions do .not appear in alltbe stan-
dams. As .shoWfli in Table 3',1he 'oper.iliDg coOOitioll5
for the drive and driven gears were assumed to be
WIifonn. Gears were regarded as being of similar
quality and. were ass1llJDedto be perfecl:!ly strndd1e-
mounted, Distinct operating conditions are con-
sidered in a further comparison aimed at examining
their effectson ratings ..

The transmissible tOAJUeef each gear pair was
computed on die basis ,of strength and wear over the
speed range 20 to 20,000 revs/min, More than 200



designs for eaeh standard WH'e analyzed. Inorder to From these figures the following points can be
assist in assimilating the results, the design data has made:
been plotted on single graphs as shown inFigs. 1 and • Based on bending SlIenglh,. the ISO and BS ratings
2. As the ratings alternate between pinion. and wheel are very similar over a wide speed range. The ratings
according to operating conditions and the design predicted by these standaRlsare very different. from
specification. Fig. 3 shows !he limiting or final those given by A!GMAand the old BS. The fonner
design ratings for each st:allda:rd. predicts much higher transmissible torques over the

speed range 20 to just over 2000revs/min. Above
'Ta'ble 3. Opern.ting eonditions for FirsIi. Design these speeds, the ISO and new and old BSratings are

eomparisons •.

AGMA

Quality rlUmber
fs* for strength
fs for pitting
Power souree
Load on driven machine
'Gear pair position
Shaft arrangemem
Lead modification

LOO
W.OO

Uniform
Uniform

Enclosed 'Gearing
Central

·Factor of safety

RS436:1986

Accuracy gmde
fs for bending stress
fs for ,contact stress
Viscosity grade
Pinion material quality
Wheel material 'qua1ity
Pinion hear treat

Wheel heat treat
Power source
Load on driven machine
Lead modification
Shaft arrangement
Pinion keyed. type
Assembly adJustment

5
~.40
1.00

OVGW
A
A

Through hardened steel
Through hardened steel

Umform
Uniform

¥es
Central

Solid or Shrunk on
¥es

ISO

Accuracy grade
fs for bending stress
fs for contact stress
AddendUm
(tool)/Module
Tip radius/Module
Viscosity grade
Pinion heat treat
Wheel beat treat
Powe:rsource
Lead on driven machine
Lead correction
Shaft arrangement
Allowing pitting
Checking scuffing

1.25 I

0.25
ISOVG 10

Through hardened steel
Through hardened steel

UnifomJ.
Uniform

Y:es
Central

No
No

5
1.(X}I
i.oo

roughly similar with AGMA ratings, well below Ihe
avelllge of !he oIher ta:ndants.

5 • Based on wear (swface durability) all tbe stan-
dardsprediet widely different ml:iDgs over nearly all
of tile speed range considered. Ofparticllllar interest
i the wide difference between the ISO and .OS
ratings. Al.lhough the genend shapes of the curves

T
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200 20DD 2000020

Pinion Speed (revs/minI

Fig. 1- Transmissible torque ratings against input speed based on surface
durability under perfect running conditions,

RPM
Pinion Speed (revs/mlnJl

!F:ig.2 - Tran -mi:ssible torque ralingll against input speed based 011bend ing
strength under perfect running conditions,
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Fig..3 - Lirni ting ratings under perfect run ning cond itions,

2000 20000 RPM

are similar, the magnitude of the BS wear ratings is In order to examine the differences which might
some four times greater than the mso values. Up to arise between the standards when specific operating
a speed of 6,0lX) revs/min, ISO predicts the lowest conditions are included in the design. specification,
ratings. such as quality of input and output drives, gear
• Forlhe particular design. specification, limiting mounting, and lead modification, the design ratings
ratings (Fig. 3) are mainly dependent on bending were recalculated to show the changes resulting from

the situations where operating speeds reach the specification is setas close as possible to a common
resonance region. requirement so that the results maybe compared

directly. Figs. 4-6 show the revised ratings from
which the following additional generalizations may
be made:

.' As expected, although AGMA, BS, and ISO give
much lower ratings when specific operating condi-
tionsare included in the design specification" the
limiting transmissible torque at a particular running
speed (Fig. 6) shows similar trends to those under
perfect operating conditions. A comparison of Figs.
3,and 6 show that AGMA ratings are significiantly
higher than either BS or ISO,
• Gear running conditions have significant effects on
gear ratings given by all current. standards. The con-
cept of "average ratings" as given inlbe old BSare
seen to be particularly optimistic.

strength. Here ISO and the BS give similar ratings,
with AGMA and the old BS generally providing
considerably more optimistic figures,
• The sudden dips in the ISO and BS ratings reflect

T
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RPM20 200 2000

Pinion Speed (revs/min)

fig. 41-Transmissible torque raungs against input speed based on surface
durability under revised running conditions,

the revised specification. The designs were based on
the general. specification given in Table 2, plus the
individual requirement shown according to the stan-
dard used, as given in Table 4. Again, each

Conclusions
Considering the different backgrounds and the

evolution of individual gear standards, ratings ob-
tained between national standards do bear reasonable



Table 4. Revised Operating Conditions Used for
Second Design. Comparisons.

AGMA

Quality number
fs for strength
is for pitting
Power source
Load on driven machine
Gear pair position
Shaft. arrangement
Lead modification

5
1.00

1.00

Medium shock
Heavy shock I

Open Gearing
Overhung

No
BS436:1986

Accuracy grade
fs for bending stress
is for contact stress
Viscosity grade
Pinion material! quality
Wheel materia] quality
Pinion heat treat
Wheel heat treat
Power source
Load on driven machine
Lead modiJication
Shaft arrangement
Pinion keyed type

Assembly adjustment

5
lAO
1.00

ISOVG 10
A
A

Through hardened steel
Through hardened steel

Medium shock
Heavy shock:

No
Overhung

Keyed
No

[SO

Accuracy grade
fs for bending stress
is for contact stress
Addendum
(tool)/Module
Tip radius/Module
Viscosity grade
Pinion heat treat

Wheel heat treat
Power source
Load on driven machine
Lead correction
Shaft arrangement
Allowing pitting
Checking scuffing

comparison. Even so, the differences between
AGMAand European standards (ISO and BS) may
give rise for concern. While tile ratings may be
closer than those shown for many operating condi-
tions, it may equally be argued that the differences
could be greater in other cases. However • the com-

5
1.00

LOO

No

T

12

RPM

1.25
0.25

ISOVG W
Through hardened steel
Through hardened steel

Heavy shock:
Heavy shock

No
Overhung plexities of each standard deter all but the hardiest

Yes designer from examining the possibilities of ex-

20 200 lOOO

Pinion Speed (revs/min)

Fig. 5,- Transmissible torque ratings against input speed based on bending
strength under revised running conditions.
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Fig. 6- Limiting ratings under revised running conditions.

perimenting with. different design codes, The com-
parisons indicate the amount of work sti.llneeded
before a. ttuly international stan£Iatd can be adopted.
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